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Satellite transmissions can suffer from high channel impairments, especially on the link between a satellite and a

mobile end user. To cope with these errors, physical and link-layer reliability schemes have been introduced at the

price of an increased end-to-end delay seen by the transport layer [for example, Transmission Control Protocol

(TCP)]. By default, the TCP enables delayed acknowledgment (DelAck) that might increase the end-to-end delay

when performing over satellite link-layer recovery schemes. As amatter of fact, even if this option enables decreasing

the feedback path load and the stack processing overhead, it might be counterproductive in a satellite context.

This motivates the present paper, which aims to quantify the impact of such a TCP option in the context of

low Earth orbit satellite constellations. Several simulation measurements are performed with two well-deployed

TCP variants, and it is shown that DelAck should be disabled when used over link-layer Hybrid Automatic Repeat

Request schemes, particularly when these schemes enable reordering the buffer.

I. Introduction

L OW earth orbit (LEO) satellite constellations allow us to cope
with digital fracture by providing Internet access to isolated or

rural areas. The delays of LEO constellations are in the same order of
magnitude as terrestrial links that authorize the use of a transmission
control protocol (TCP) as a transport protocol without deploying
Proxy Enhanced Proxy (PEP) systems [1]. Moreover, the new
satellite constellations††,‡‡ have a broadband goal, in which part of
the TCP is expected to be significant [2] but the high channel
constraints, mostly on land mobile satellite (LMS) channels [3], may
induce challenges for end to end protocols.
Reliability mechanisms have been introduced on the LMS channel

[4 6] to counteract the high potential error rate on this link. One
of the most efficient is the Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request
(HARQ), which combines forward error correcting coding and link
layer retransmission. In our evaluations, such a mechanism is

deployed between the last satellite on the route and the ground
receiver. We select, in this paper, the type II HARQ, which is
commonly deployed over the physical layer. The HARQ can
retransmit data on the LMS channel, causing higher end to end delay
and jitter that directly impact on the TCP. This may result in a
decrease of the throughput of the TCP. To improve TCP performance,
a low layer reorderingmechanism is proposed [7] tomitigate the jitter
caused by theHARQ.However, this buffermight increase the end to
end delay, which is unfortunately high due to the path length and the
possible HARQ retransmissions. At the transport layer, delayed
acknowledgments (DelAcks) [8] are also introduced to improve TCP
performance, but they mostly consider terrestrial communication
links. This mechanism is now activated by default over each TCP
stack. DelAck reduces the number of acknowledgments sent by the
TCP receiver, making some packets acknowledged later. Although
this scheme decreases the number of acknowledgments, and thus the
feedback path load, it also increases end to end performance. In
particular, DelAck decreases the CPU load [9] as the number of
acknowledgments processed decreases, explainingwhy this option is
activated by default. In short, these reliability mechanisms exhibit a
tradeoff between reliability and delay. However, when deployed at
different layers, their conjoint use can lead to counterproductive
effects that need to be investigated and are tackled throughout
this paper.
This paper assesses whether the TCP DelAck option improves

TCP performance when used conjointly with layer two reliability
mechanisms, in the context of mobile users of LEO constellations.
We found only a few studies investigating the impact of DelAck.
Chen et al. [10] studied the impact of DelAck on a TCP over wireless
links and showed that their impact on TCP performance depended on
1) the topology used, and 2) the path length. They concluded that
activating DelAck did not always improve the TCP throughput.
In the context of satellite systems, Wood et al. [11] also raised some
concerns about the use of such a mechanism. As losses on satellite
constellations might be due to transmission errors on the LMS
channel and not to congestion, such particular loss patterns and their
corresponding recovery mechanisms might have an impact on the
consistency of using DelAcks. All these reasons motivate the present
study, which aims at investigating this default TCP option and filling
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